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Psalm 127v1-2
When we start something, we must be able to see it through to the end.
Make sure you're doing it with the Lord, not on your own.
When the Lord's presence is with us, it will work out.
God will give you rest if you are working with Him.
If you want to go the full journey, you need to really look at the people who are with you.
It's not easy to attend evening service - but these are the people you know you can work with, they
are willing to make the sacrifice to be here.
There is a pattern in the house, if you are not in the house you will lose a part of the pattern.
If you have those with you who you can rely on all the time, you will know you won’t have to go back
and redo the work again.
Those who you are taking with must be able to stay the full trip - they must have stamina, we must
be able to depend on them, and we must be able to build a covenant relationship with them.
There is a purpose - the purpose comes at a cost. Are you willing to pay the price?
A family works together and builds together.
When we're upset about something, we talk it out and sort it out.
We must lay down our lives for the church, as Christ laid down His life.
There must be a passion and fire that follows us in our pursuit.
If we are just members, we will each have our own ideas and visions. But a family is going to the
same place, they have the same destiny.
In the church, everybody must pay the same price, because we're all going to the same place.
How many things have you started and then just left?
How many organisations have you connected with and then just abandoned.
The provision is in the house - God will not give you a consignment and not provide.
God will give you provision for the vision He has given you.
When 1 ministry needs help, all the other ministries are there - we are 1 family.
There are partnerships in the house.
Jesus is building; we must do likewise.
We must represent what is happening in the house.
You are a member because you are not involved, you don't know where the church is going.

There are those who build representing God's House.
There comes a harmony into the house when everyone is working together.
There are those who build for representation.
There are those are building for succession.
Those who join in will take it to the next level.
Build for synergy.
There must be a vibe - if there’s no vibe, there's no life.
Those who build with others, they are friends in alliance.
There are those who build in the Holy Spirit.
There are those who build for themselves. That's not going to work.
There are those that build with stature - those are the people you take to meet other church leaders.
There are labourers in the church - those who build alongside others.
We have the gatekeepers in the house.
We have people who interpret dreams and visions.
We have watchmen, who watch the move of the spirit in the house.
Let's synergise together, we are working together to build His Kingdom.

